WARNING –
Failure to follow the manufacturer’s instructions can result in
death or serious injury.
Only use this carrier with children weighing between 8 and 35
lbs.
SUFFOCATION HAZARD
Babies younger than 4 months can
suffocate in this product if face is
pressed tightly against your body.
Babies at greatest risk of
suffocation include those born
prematurely and those with
respiratory problems.
• Check often to make sure baby’s
face is uncovered, clearly visible,
and away from caregiver’s body at
all times.
• Make sure baby does not curl
into a position with the chin resting
on or near baby’s chest. This
position can interfere with
breathing, even when nothing is
covering the nose or mouth.
• If you nurse your baby in carrier, always reposition after feeding
so baby’s face is not pressed against your body.
• Never use this carrier with babies smaller than 8 pounds without
seeking the advice of a healthcare professional.
FALL HAZARD – Leaning, bending over, or tripping can cause
baby to fall. Keep one hand on baby while moving.
Please read and follow all printed instructions and view
instructional videos before use.
Both can be found on our website www.jenncatsmeow.com

The Cat’s Meow Ring Sling Wearing Instructions

Visit www.jenncatsmeow.com for instructional videos.

Read and follow all printed instructions and view instructional videos (at www.jenncatsmeow.com) before use. Please remember that learning to use a baby carrier is a little like
riding a bicycle. It will take some time and practice to be able to quickly and easily place your child comfortably and securely inside. After a few tries, it will become second
nature. Try it first with a doll or stuffed animal. Then try with your child. You will have more success learning to use your Ring Sling if your baby is rested and fed before you
start.
Here are some important guidelines to remember when wearing an infant:
 The recommended carrying weight for this Ring Sling is for children
between 8 and 35 lbs.
 Check to ensure that your baby is not curled up tightly in a chin-to-chest
position; this compresses your baby's airway. Making sure there is a
fingers' width or two between their chin and chest is a good guide.
 Make sure your baby's back is straight and supported.
 Monitor your child at all times. Make sure nothing is obstructing their
face.
 Be aware of how your movements affect the baby: avoid any bumping or
jarring motions.
 Before wearing your baby in this Ring Sling check for ripped seams, torn
straps or fabric, and damaged hardware before each use. If found, stop
using carrier.
 Always check to ensure that all adjustments are secure.
 Ensure that the baby is safely positioned in the sling carrier according to
manufacturer’s instructions for use.
 Never leave a baby in a sling carrier that is not being worn.
 Check on the baby often. Ensure that the baby is periodically repositioned.
 Never use a sling carrier when balance or mobility is impaired because of
exercise, drowsiness, or medical conditions.
 Never place more than one baby in the sling carrier.
 Never use/wear more than one carrier at a time.
 Never use sling carrier while engaging in activities such as cooking and
cleaning, which involve a heat source or exposure to chemicals.
 Never wear sling carrier while driving or being a passenger in a motor
vehicle.
Fig. 1 Thread your Ring Sling as shown by passing the tail toward the center
(making a circle with the sling, tag on the inside of the circle) through both of the
rings. Then, pass tail back over one ring and back through the other ring.. Tip:
Unfolding your Ring Sling before threading it makes it easier to adjust.
*The Ring Sling can be worn on either shoulder. Simply switch lefts and rights if
you would like to wear the Ring Sling on your left shoulder.
Fig. 2 To wear the Ring Sling on your right shoulder hold the rings of the Ring
Sling with your right hand. Be sure the tail is in front of the loop.

Fig. 3 Put your left arm through the loop and bring the Ring Sling over your head.
Fig. 4 Rest the rings high your right shoulder. As you securely tighten your child
into the Ring Sling (as in fig. 5), the rings should end up over your collar bone. If
the rings are too far up or down, it may make it uncomfortable to wear. Be sure the
comfort shoulder pad ends up on your shoulder with the fabric spread evenly across
your back. This will be more comfortable.
Fig. 5 Open the pouch of the Ring Sling and carefully set your baby inside in one of
the suggested positions listed below. While you support your baby's weight and
head, pull on the tail to tighten the Ring Sling. You can customize the fit of the
Ring Sling by pulling on one side of the tail to tighten one side of the pouch and
pulling on the other side of the tail to tighten the other side of the pouch. Once your
baby is securely in the Ring Sling start moving around. Your baby enjoys motion
and this will help both of you get used to using your Ring Sling.
Removing your baby from the Ring Sling
While supporting your baby with one hand, lift and pull the top ring away from
your body with the other, loosening the Ring Sling just enough to make it easy to
remove your baby. This will preserve the customized fit that you have created so the
next time you use your Ring Sling it can be tightened with a simple tug of the tail.
SUGGESTED POSITIONS
Using your Ring Sling with Newborns Whenever you place your newborn in your
Ring Sling, always support your baby's head until the Ring Sling has been tightened
enough to provide support. Newborns should use a tummy to tummy or semireclined position in the Ring Sling until they have head control and are generally
about 4 months old. You may place your baby in the Ring Sling with the head on
either side. Baby can also be nursed in the sling.
Newborn, Reclining, Figs. 5a, 5b & 6 Pull one side of your Ring Sling up against
your chest to create a deep, secure pouch. Be sure the inner layer of the fabric pouch
remains between your torso and the baby so he is contained and can be supported by
the fabric. Open the pouch with one hand and, while supporting your baby's head
and weight, set your baby in with the head on either side. Continue to support your
baby as you pull on one side of the tail to tighten the outer part of the pouch and the
other to tighten the inner part. Please be sure to tighten the Ring Sling sufficiently
so that your baby is secure. Baby carriers are meant to mimic in-arms carrying

positions. Your baby should be in the same position in which you would hold him
in your arms. Check your baby’s position by embracing him after settling him into
the carrier; his position should not shift significantly in your embrace.
Nursing Position: Fig. 7 & 7a The reclined position is also excellent for nursing.
Simply loosen the sling a bit to lower baby to your breast area. As you nurse you
can use the tail of the Ring Sling as a nursing cover. If you nurse your baby in
carrier, always reposition after feeding so baby’s face is not pressed against your
body (Fig 7a).
Newborn Vertical (tummy to tummy) Position Figs. 8a and 8b Carefully place your
baby in the Ring Sling. The bottom of the fabric should cover your baby's bottom
and the top of the fabric should come up to the base of your baby's head. Tighten the
top of the fabric enough to support your baby's head. Tighten the bottom of the
fabric to securely hold your baby in place. Babies may also be placed with their legs
hanging out (Fig. 8), provided the fabric of the Ring Sling is securely placed under
the child’s bottom, out to the knees and their bottoms are positioned lower than the
knees so as to provide a “seat” for support.
Using your Ring Sling with Older Babies Once your baby has good head control
(generally between 4 and 6 months old) she will probably want to sit in the Ring
Sling so she can see her world. Your baby can sit in the Ring Sling in several
positions.

Hip Carry Fig. 11 This is an excellent position for heavy toddlers because your hip
is used to support your child's weight. Put your child in your Ring Sling and rest
your child on your hip with your child's legs straddling you. The bottom of the Ring
Sling should extend out to your child's knees with the bottom lower then the knees
to provide a “seat” for support. The top of the Ring Sling should come up to your
child's armpits. If your child is restless, pull the top of the Ring Sling over your
child's arms. Tighten the Ring Sling until your child is secure
Fig. 11b As your baby gains weight, some feel you can minimize the strain on your
back by wearing the rings lower and spreading the fabric further across your
shoulder and back. You will find what works for you.
Harness -Once your child starts to walk you may need a harness for security so he
doesn’t wander off. Place the Ring Sling around your child's waist and torso and
tighten it until your child is secure. Hold the tail of the sling in your hand.
ALWAYS—Check to ensure that your baby is not curled up tightly in a chin-tochest position; this compresses your baby's airway. Making sure there is a fingers'
width or two between their chin and chest is a good guide. Make sure your baby's
back is straight and supported. Monitor your child at all times. Make sure nothing is
obstructing their face (Fig. 12).

Kangaroo Carry Fig. 9 This position works best with babies who have head control
(generally from about 4 to 8 months). Put on your Ring Sling and open the pouch as
if you were planning to put your baby in lying down. Cross your baby's legs “Indian
Style” and place your baby in sitting up, with his back against your torso. While
supporting your baby's weight, pull on the tail to tighten the Ring Sling.
Front Carry Fig. 10 As your baby grows the Kangaroo Carry position may no longer
be comfortable, but the front carry position will work well. Place your baby in the
Ring Sling facing sideways. Be sure the bottom fabric comes out to your child's
knees and the bottom is lower then the knees to provide a “seat” for support. For a
restless child, the top fabric should also cover your child's shoulders. Tighten the
Ring Sling until your child is secure.

Laundering: Machine Wash Cool with like colors, Tumble Low Heat or Hang to
Dry

Please be careful!!!
As with all brands of sling and pouch type baby carriers your child is not tied in. Always pay attention to your child's security and movements.
For more information on wearing your baby safely, visit
http://babycarrierindustryalliance.org/babywearing-safety/consumers/ or www.thebabywearer.com

